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1. Introduction

This file demos the manswers environment for multiple answer questions.
For problem 1 on the next page, a 9 point question is posed. The user gets 3 points for

each correct answer, and −2 points for each incorrect answer. The points field reports the
results. The score field reflects purely the right/wrong aspect of the question. The response
to a multiple answer question is correct if and only if only all the correct answers and none
of the incorrect answers are selected.

This was a test file, so the other question types are present to be sure everything still
works. Keep your eyes option for any bugs. Manually add the points to verify the total is
correct, for example.

I am using the showgrayletters option with the quiz* environment. The quiz* gener-
ates form radio buttons/check boxes that are visible to the user. If you remove the *, also re-
move the showgrayletters option so the cross references made in the solution to problem 1
will be typeset correctly. (The \REF returns the capitalized letters when showgrayletters
option is in effect; otherwise, it returns lower case letters.)
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2. A manswers Demo Quiz

Answer each of the following.

1. (9pts) Select which people served as the Chancellor of the German Republic.

A Gustav Heinemann B Theodor Heuß

C Konrad Adenauer D Richard von Weizsäcker

E Willy Brandt F Heinrich Lübke

G Roman Herzog H Ludwig Erhard

2. (3pts) Answer this question. Which is true?

A true B false

3. (3pts)
d

dx
sin(x) =

4. (4pts) Compute the following matrix product:

(
1 1
2 3

)
·
(

−1 2
1 2

)
=

( )

Score (right/wrong):

Answers:
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Solutions to Quizzes

Solution to Quiz: The answers are Konrad Adenauer (C), Ludwig Erhard (H) and Willy
Brandt (E).

Gustav Heinemann (A), Theodor Heuß (B), Richard von Weizsäcker (D), Heinrich Lübke
(F) and Roman Herzog (G) were the presidents of the German Republic. �



Solutions to Quizzes 5

Solution to Quiz: Fooled you! Today is opposite day! �
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\maketitle

\section{Introduction}

This file demos the \texttt{manswers} environment for multiple
answer questions.

For problem $1$ on the next page, a $9$ point question is posed. The
user gets $3$ points for each correct answer, and $-2$ points for
each incorrect answer. The points field reports the results. The
score field reflects purely the right/wrong aspect of the question.
The response to a multiple answer question is correct if and only if
only all the correct answers and none of the incorrect answers are
selected.

This was a test file, so the other question types are present to be
sure everything still works. Keep your eyes option for any bugs.
Manually add the points to verify the total is correct, for example.

I am using the \texttt{showgrayletters} option with the
\texttt{quiz*} environment. The \texttt{quiz*} generates form radio
buttons/check boxes that are visible to the user. If you remove the
\texttt{*}, also remove the \texttt{showgrayletters} option so the
cross references made in the solution to problem~1 will be typeset
correctly. (The \texttt{\string\REF} returns the capitalized letters
when \texttt{showgrayletters} option is in effect; otherwise, it
returns lower case letters.)

\newpage

\section{A \texttt{manswers} Demo Quiz}

\begin{quiz*}{MyQuiz}
Answer each of the following.

\begin{questions}

\item\PTs{9} Select which people served as the Chancellor of the
    German Republic.
\begin{manswers}*{2}%
    \bChoices[2]
        \Ans[-2]{0}\label{gh} Gustav Heinemann\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0}\label{th} Theodor Heu{\ss}\eAns
        \Ans[3]{1}\label{ka} Konrad Adenauer\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0}\label{rw} Richard von Weizs\"{a}cker\eAns
        \Ans[3]{1}\label{wb} Willy Brandt\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0}\label{hl} Heinrich L\"{u}bke\eAns
        \Ans[-2]{0}\label{rh} Roman Herzog\eAns
        \Ans[3]{1}\label{le} Ludwig Erhard\eAns
    \eChoices
\end{manswers}
\begin{solution}
The answers are Konrad Adenauer (\REF*{ka}), Ludwig Erhard
(\REF*{le}) and Willy Brandt (\REF*{wb}).

Gustav Heinemann (\REF*{gh}), Theodor Heu{\ss} (\REF*{th}), Richard
von Weizs\"{a}cker (\REF*{rw}), Heinrich L\"{u}bke (\REF*{hl}) and
Roman Herzog (\REF*{rh}) were the \textbf{presidents} of the German
Republic.
\end{solution}

\item\PTs{3} Answer this question. Which is true?
\begin{answers}*{4}
    \bChoices[nCols=2]
        \Ans0 true\eAns
        \Ans1 false\eAns
    \eChoices
\end{answers}
\begin{solution}
Fooled you! Today is opposite day!
\end{solution}

\item\PTs{3} $\dfrac{d}{dx}\sin(x) = \RespBoxMath{cos(x)}{3}{.0001}{[0,1]}$\CorrAnsButton{cos(x)}

\item\PTs{4} Compute the following matrix product:
\begin{equation*}
\def\pij#1{\setlength{\fboxrule}{0pt}\setlength{\fboxsep}{1bp}
\fbox{\RespBoxMath[\rectW{11bp}\Q{1}\textSize{0}]{#1}{1}{.0001}{[0,1]}}}
%
    \begin{mathGrp}\PTs*{1}
        \begin{pmatrix}1 & 1\\2 & 3\end{pmatrix}\cdot\begin{pmatrix}-1 & 2\\1 & 2\end{pmatrix}
            = \begin{pmatrix}\pij{0} & \pij{4}\\\pij{1} &\pij{10}\end{pmatrix}
    \end{mathGrp}\CorrAnsButtonGrp{0,4,1,10}
%
\end{equation*}
\end{questions}
\end{quiz*}\quad\PointsField\currQuiz\kern1bp\CorrButton\currQuiz\hfill
Score (right/wrong): \ScoreField\currQuiz

\noindent Answers: \AnswerField\currQuiz
\end{document}
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